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How to Make Unlined 
Pleated Draperies

DETERMINE CUTTING WIDTH OF DRAPERY 
1. Measure length of curtain rod inside the mounting brackets & multiply 

this measurement by 2 or 21⁄2". Extra fullness is needed when making 
deep pleats or using lightweight fabrics. For draperies that open in the 
center, divide the multiplied measurement in half. Each half will cover half 
of the window. 

2. Add 4" to the width of each drapery panel to allow for 2" on each side 
for hemming. 

3.  Add 4" for each of 2 returns. Return is distance from end of rod to the 
wall at each end. 

4.  For draw draperies which open in the center, add 3" to each drapery half 
for the overlap at center. 

INSTALL ROD
•	 Install rod above or even with 

the top edge of the window. 
For draperies that extend to the 
ceiling, mount rod above the 
window, 1" from ceiling. 

•	 For best results, install curtain rod 
directly to the wall, adjacent to 
window molding, rather than to 
the molding. If draperies are heavy, 
choose appropriate screws & 
anchors to assure proper support. 

•	 For draw draperies, choose a rod 1/3 longer than measured width of 
window to allow draperies, when open, to sit back on wall & expose the 
entire window. 



DETERMINE CUTTING LENGTH OF DRAPERY 
Choose length for drapery to reach window sill or 
apron, to the floor or customize length to hide an air 
conditioner or expose a heater.   

1. Measure window from 2" above rod to sill, apron 
or floor (FIG 1).

2. Add 2" to this measurement if using pleat hooks. 
Pleat hooks insert into pleater tape pockets to 
create pleated draperies without having to sew 
individual pleats. 

3. Subtract 1/2" for floor length draperies. 
4. Add 8" for hem. 
5. Add 1/2" for top heading.  

DETERMINE FABRIC YARDAGE NEEDED
If cutting width of drapery exceeds width of  chosen fabric, seam panels 
together before cutting the final width.  

1. Determine # of panels needed: Drapery width ÷ fabric width = # of 
panels needed. Round up to nearest whole number.

2. Determine yardage: Multiply number of panels by cutting length of 
drapery; divide number by 36" for fabric yardage. 

3. If fabric repeats printed design, add length of repeat for each panel to 
ensure fabric match at panel seams. For large prints, add as much as 3/4 
yard for each panel. 

DETERMINE TYPE OF PLEATER TAPE NEEDED 
1. Regular & multi-pocket pleater tapes have drapery pockets stitched  

in & are 37⁄8" wide to accommodate pleat hooks. 
2. Pockets for regular pleater tape are spaced 15⁄8" apart, allowing for 2 

choices of pleat depth & the space between each. Choices include 
3/4" or 11⁄2" deep pleat with a 3" or 41⁄2" space between each. Depth 
of pleat & space between each will determine the amount of fullness of 
the drape. Pockets for multi-pocket pleater tape are spaced closer than 
regular pleater tape at 3/4" apart, allowing for an unlimited choice of 
pleat depths & spacing. 

DETERMINE AMOUNT OF PLEATER TAPE NEEDED 
Purchase pleater tape to cover the width of each drapery panel. 
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Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and 
materials used. Provide adult supervision if children participate in this 
project. #085-3318
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Construct the Drapery

Courtesy of Jo-Ann Fabric and Craft Stores®

1. Stitch together fabric lengths in a 1/2" seam, matching design repeats.  
Clean finish seams. Cut to width & length as determined. 

2. Double-hem bottom of each drapery panel by turning up 
4" to the wrong side; press. Turn up 4 again; press. Stitch 
hem in place, close to the upper pressed edge. If using 
drapery weights, tack them into the hem. 

3. Double-hem sides of each panel by turning under 1" to 
wrong side; press. Turn under 1" again; press. Stitch hem in place, close to inner 
pressed edge (FIG 2).  

4. Double-check length of pleater tape.
•	 Position pleater tape along top of panel. Do not 

pin. With edge of pleater tape extending past both 
side edges, position a pocket opening 3" or 4" from 
folded edge at side of panel for distance of return or 
overlap, depending on drapery style.

•	 Count the number of pockets and double check 
how many will be taken up in the drapery pins & spaces between each. Shift 
pleater tape, extending it to either side; adjust spacing according to width of 
drapery panel & even up space at side edges.  
On each end, cut pleater tape 1/2" past finished edge 
of panel (FIG 3). 

5. Turn under 1/2" & press ends of pleater tape to wrong side 
(without pocket openings). 

6. Pin pleater tape to drapery panel with top edges even  
& right sides together, keeping side hem folds even.  
Pocket openings on pleater tape at the bottom. 

7. Stitch pleater tape to drapery panel with colored thread, following the stitching 
along the top edge of the tape. 

8. Turn tape to wrong side, press fold in drapery along top edge of tape. Stitch 
bottom edge of tape using the stitching that runs along bottom edge of the tape 
as a guide. Stitch side edges of pleater tape in place (FIG 4). 

9. Insert pleat hooks into pockets of pleater tape. Insert end pins 
in side hems to hang (FIG 5).
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